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Abstract
Explaining Graph Neural Networks predictions to end users of AI applications in easily understandable terms remains an unsolved problem. In particular, we do not have well developed methods for automatically evaluating explanations, in ways that are closer to how users consume those explanations. Based on recent application trends and our own experiences in real world problems, we propose an automatic evaluation approach for GNN Explanations using Neuro Symbolic Reasoning.
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1. Introduction
Explaining neural model predictions to the users of an application adds tremendous value, enhancing trust in the model predictions and increases adoption of AI even in sensitive real world applications. While explainability techniques in other areas of machine learning like LIME Ribeiro et al. (2016), Influence functions Koh and Liang (2017), SHAP Lundberg and Lee (2017), and Anchors Ribeiro et al. (2018) have been widely adopted in real world applications, adoption of graph neural networks (GNN) explainability techniques has faced some challenges.

Recent works in GNN explanations include Ying et al. (2019), Yuan et al. (2020), Vu and Thai (2020), Schlichtkrull et al. (2020), Wang et al. (2021), Lin et al. (2021). Many of them tend to produce a subgraph of important features, nodes and edges, as explanation for a GNN model prediction. These explanations can be referred to as subgraph explanations.

Our experience from real world applications is that these subgraph explanations are usually hard for end users to understand. Even for model developers it is difficult to determine what is an acceptable explanation for a prediction. In industrial applications, this problem is sought to be solved with user-studies Ganesan et al. (2020b) and active learning based approaches.

One of the methods that is often proposed to evaluate explanations is the following. Given groups of people A and B, we show a number of input samples and model predictions to both the groups. To group A, we additionally show explanations for the predictions.
Then during inference time, we show only the input samples and ask both groups A and B, to guess what the model will predict. It is generally expected that group A will be able to better guess the model predictions because of having seen the explanations during training.

We have been using this method to evaluate GNN explanations with mixed results. In Ganesan et al. (2020a), we presented different kinds of explanations and asked the users to guess an explanation for a predicted link rather the predict the model behaviour itself. This is because, GNN explanations tend to be not that easy to understand and seldom make it easier to understand model behaviour just looking at few samples.

However, designing such user-studies could be cost prohibitive, take a lot of time and effort, and still may not lead to desired outcomes. Explainability is subjective and users may not be able to provide feedback unless different explanations are presented to them. Further, different human annotators who annotate explanations or verify the correctness of annotations may have significant knowledge of the domain or the corpus, which makes them overlook missing parts of an explanation. So what may be a reasonable explanation to one user might be indecipherable to another.

Hence we need a framework to automatically evaluate explanations before they are presented to human evaluators. We have since been exploring solutions, which go beyond measuring the fidelity of the post-hoc models, but fall short of requiring human evaluators to spend lot of time annotating the explanations.

2. Automated Evaluation of Explanations

We believe the trick is to do what Ontology designers have always done. If we can capture the major concepts and relations of a graph in the form of an ontology, or as a set of axioms, we can evaluate the explanations by running the axioms through a reasoner.

![Figure 1: Example of conclusion by reasoner](image)

In BK et al. (2021), we proposed using reasoners (typically used in semantic web and ontologies), to automatically evaluate the explanations from GNN explainability techniques, provided we are able to convert them into axioms. Typically a reasoner (which is complete i.e, can prove all statements that are true given the knowledge base) is fed the axioms (universal truth) along with the instance level axioms, and the goal. Then using several rules of inference such as modus ponens, modus tollens, rules of simplification, addition etc, the reasoner can generate the proof for a given goal.

As shown in Figure 1, an example rule of modus ponens can be, if "All men are mortal" is the universal truth and "Socrates is a man" is instance level assertion and the neural graph prediction is "Socrates is mortal", then this prediction can be easily concluded using the modus ponens rule of inference which states that if "P implies Q" and P occurs in the knowledge base then Q can be concluded. The complete proof generated would be "All men are mortal. Socrates is a man. Socrates is a mortal", which can be interpreted easily by the end user.
A neuro-symbolic reasoning based approach to this problem as shown in Figure 2, will involve using description logic to represent the universal truth (axioms) in terms of concepts and relations between them. The universal truths themselves come from an ontology. The GNN model predictions are the instance level axioms. Then the reasoner will reason over the universal truths and instance level axioms to generate proofs. Optionally these proofs can also be converted as natural language explanations.

3. Demo

We describe our solution using the entity matching task in the industry. Entity matching is the task of predicting if two nodes in a graph (or records in a table) belong to the same
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real-world entity. This task is critical for managing *master data* in enterprises, governments and many commercial applications. Master data refers to the critical customer data that organizations maintain. Master Data Management (MDM) Oberhofer et al. (2014) refers to a group of products that help organizations manage this master data.

An entity here is a person or organization, and the task is to determine if two nodes represent the same real-world entity and hence can be merged into a single node. As shown in 3(a), these different nodes can be linked to each other using *same_as* links. Graph Neural Networks models can be used to predict these links. We then generate GNN Explanations (typically subgraphs where important nodes and features are highlighted) for the links using the state of the art methods like Ying et al. (2019). We get universal truth from an ontology or as rules provided by experts. Then the neural model predictions are converted to axioms. Together these are fed to a reasoner to check for correctness.

The proof from the reasoner can be presented as shown in Figure 4(b), along with the comparison of nodes like in Figure 4(a). This solution can be used to complement an active learning or case-study to evaluate the explanations. We can also automate the evaluation of explanations by reporting the number of times GNN model explanations are found correct by the reasoner. This automated evaluation can be used to correct any obvious errors in the GNN model prediction, before these explanations are presented to human annotators.

### Conclusion

We described an interactive demo where we present predictions from a GNN model, subgraph explanations from GNN explainability techniques, and proofs generated from a reasoner. The proofs are then used to evaluate GNN explanations. Our method can be used to automate the evaluation of GNN model explanations in real-world applications.
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